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What to expect

This itinerary is made for scuba diving. Over 5 days, we will

be doing 12 dives. Divers must have at least 25 dives of

prior experience to join us on this trip, and be advanced-open

water diving certified, or equivalent. Dives start early in the

day and end late in the noon.

Experience some of Maldives' finest diving in the

southern-most tip of the islands, at Favamulah. Big pelagic

such as Thresher Sharks, Hammerheads, Whale Sharks,

Manta Rays, and fearless ocean hunters such as Tiger

Sharks call the waters around this tiny island their home. 

Diverse Pelagic Life

Scuba Diving

Relaxed Surface intervals, light hearted conversations and dive

stories will form our ocean adventures.

Team Spirit

Respect for wildlife and for each other is a matter of course for

us. Animals will not be chased or will be forced into interactions.

We request you to carry a sense of respect and understanding

for the ocean, it's creatures, and practices that can have

adverse effect on the ocean.

Conservation





Includes
> 12 dives (advanced open water divers and above)

> Bed and Meals (3x/day, 5 nights, 6 days, twin

sharing)

> Island/domestic transfers
> Equipment rentals

> An SSI ecology course of your choice
> Local taxes

Excludes
> Flights (approx ₹18000 return, Bangalore ⇔ Male)

> Dive Insurance ($25)
> Visa charges, if applicable

> Staff gratuities



Additional Stuff

Photography Requests (₹3000/person)

Here are some additional ways in which you can make your

diving experience better,  add some new skills as a diver, or

get some of your underwater memories captured in

pictures. Contact us for more details.

Get your underwater memories and experiences captured in

photos. While you will get some photos shot by our team

during the dives, you can have some personal memories

captured in frames, if you wish to. 

Limited number of requests accepted.



LETS GO
DIVING!

DM us for 
more details!

@theoceanblueshop

theoceanblueshop@gmail.com

www.oceanblue.shop/travelwithus

Additional courses & Photography Request charges apply.

Jerry, +91-9819830237



At Ocean Blue, we are enthralled by the medium of

photography and videography, we make it a point to capture

our ocean landscapes to showcase to people new and

experienced.

 

All of the photography and videography work on our dive trips

will be created by our in-house team - Ocean Blue Media. 

 

We also offer personalized photography services and capture

your underwater moment. Exclusively for you. 

 

Contact us to know more, or opt for the add-on for the

photography service we offer on all our dive trips.

Photography








